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Letter from The
Editor
Let’s start with some
thank you’s.
First off, thank YOU for
picking up and reading this
issue. Or, at least, this far
into the issue. We here at
RPGX, and especially the
staff of Explosive Runes,
want to thank you for
reading. If not for you, then
we would be doing this for
no reason. Because you
read, however, we are doing
this for you. Thank you.
And thank you to the
staff here, who put this issue
together. We could not do
it without them, and their
hard work. Volunteers,
every one of them, they
work all spring to get
this issue ready, and will
turn around and selflessly
do it again, for our next
Holiday issue. Thank you to

undeadrajib, who formulates
everything behind the
scenes and puts it all
together. Trust me, without
him, I would be lost. And
this wouldn’t look half as
good and professional as it
does. Thanks to wodine, for
a million contributions this
time. Without wodine, this
issue would be half the size
it is. Thanks to our short
story contributors, who
gave of their work to give
us a bit of escape into their
imagination and mind’s eye.
Parzivalfair, and, of course,
some excellent cover art
by Nycro Shears. Explosive
Runes is a labor of love
created by the community
here, and we could not do
it without tons of volunteer
effort and time. Thank you!
We do hope you
enjoy the issue, and find
something humorous and
useful within the pages. It
is created by your fellow
gamers, for you to enjoy.
And if you’d like to share

something with others
here at RPGX, why not
join the staff of the best
little gaming E-zine around?
We love short story
contributions, and we would
love to publish your miniadventure, here in these
very pages. Got an idea for
an article? Share it with us,
and with the community,
like wodine did. RPGX
thrives on community
interaction: what’s a Roleplaying game without an
audience, right? We need
others to play, to flesh out
our gaming worlds, just
like Explosive Runes needs
not only readers, but also
contributors.
Give it a try... if you enjoy
something you see in this
issue (or any of our past
archives), why not become
a part of the next issue? It’s
easy, relatively painless,
and it’s fun to share your
imagination with others.
That is why we are here,
after all.

Dirk
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rumors in
the tavern
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charity and
membership
drive, 2018
Every year around
the December holidays,
RPG Crossing hosts a
membership and charity
event to raise money for
Mental Health Research.
This was our seventh year
of doing so, and it was
another great year!
In 2018, we hit new highs,
and through our members,
managed to raise over
$1800 to donate to the Brain
and Behavior Research
Foundation. As a side
benefit, we enrolled a lot
of community supporters,
which helps the site
continue to operate and
upgrade.
For the seventh year in
a row, we have managed

to beat our previous
contributions. All told, at the
end of this year's drive, the
RPG Crossing community
will have contributed over
$6000 to research that
improves the lives of those
affected by mental illness.

Games, Chaosium, Orcs
Unlimited, Pelgrane Press,
Evil Hat Productions and
Straight Path Games.

Thank you to everyone
who participated in RPG
Crossing’s December
Membership and Charity
drive. Together, the RPG
Crossing community
raised much needed funds
to support mental health
research.

The 1st Annual Roast a
Mod Contest

Everyone who purchased
a Community Supporter
membership during the
drive or directly donated
$10 or more received an
additional two months of
membership as a reward
for the record breaking
collections. They also
received extra goodies,
namely; a collection of
PDFs courtesy of Straight
Path Games, Hero Forge
Games, Potmodern Studios,
Martin Lloyd and Adventure
A Week. There were also
many more prizes offered
in limited numbers from
donors such as Evil Beagle,
Legendary Games, Magpie
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This year, there were
even some special contests
and prizes.

In return for a
direct donation $5 or
more towards the BBR
Foundation, participants
earned the honor and
priviledge of mercelessly
burning one of the willing
moderators of the site.
Using words, of course.
The sickest burn of all,
determined by RPXP hits,
would win the roaster
a full twelve months of
Community Supporter
subscription.
In the end, the winner
was Imveros! Imveros
received both the most
RPXP hits overall in the
roast thread, and the most
hits for a single post.

Prizes for largest
charity donations!
Kobold Press put

together some great prizes
for the biggest charity
donors. The top four (nonanonymous) direct donors
to the BBR Foundation
through our donor page got
to pick from among four
prize packs, valued at a total
of over $470.
The top four donors at
the end of the drive and
therefore, recipients of the
prize packs were:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Rukellian
Foibel
Chris Swim
Duxus

It should be noted that
Rukellian has generously
supported the cause over
the past two years. They are
personally responsible for
over 200 months of bonus
CS time for other site users
thanks to their donations!

new staff
members
In early 2018, we have
added three new folks
to the moderation team:
Moonzar, wodine, and
Wynamoinen. These brave
gamers have volunteered to
take on more responsibility,
to help everyone out, and
keep making this the best
Role-Playing game site on
the web!
In addition, we have a
new Admin! You’ve known
him as dirkoth, but now you
shall know him as Admin
Dirk! It’s been four years
since we’ve added a new
admin at RPG Crossing, and
it’s time for a reinforcement.
Admin Dirk needs little
introduction. He has been
a solid and generous staff
member, organiser, and
general contributor at RPG
Crossing for a long time.
Also, he is the bossman
around the ER offices.
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Please take a moment
as you are considering the
year past and the year to
come to think on their
contributions. They make
things like the New Player
Solo Games, Iron DM,
Outplay, Post of the Month,
Explosive Runes, and Hall
of Fame possible, and also
work daily to help game
masters create effective
game ads and keep the site
friendly and spam free.
Remember that being a staff
member here is entirely
voluntary, all the site staff
receives in payment is the
love and adoration of our
site members. So thank a
Moderator or Admin, new
or old, today for the hard
work that goes into keeping
this site great!
		

-Birched

This year,
Outplay
didn't have a
winner... it has
two! Rather
than naming
one overall
winner, we
brought you
two winners
- one for
Pathfinder
and one for
5th edition
DnD. The
two brackets
both showcased some
excellent players, and win or
lose, there was great play all
around!
For 5e, this year's
Outplay champion was
jBear, whose character
Ulysses/Osa Echo ended
with a huge lead and a total
of 29 points! She bested
the Dead Lord, the only
monster to claim the life
of a competitor this year,
and managed to escape the
Magi's Cleaner - a terrifying
lead golem! The runner
up was Vallesh, whose
character Hunger scored
23 points (and the removal
of a long-term, character
defining curse) - followed
very closely by Zinrokh's
Ikol with 22 points and the
easiest-to-rule-on mischief
of all of the zany characters
in the competition!
This year's Pathfinder
Outplay champion was
much closer. Ultimately,
the winner was DAquilina's
Ulf, who came out with 31
points - a last-minute lead
gained through a stellar
closing post in the Warrior's
Gate. The runners up for
Pathfinder were close
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enough behind to have
been anyone's game until
the last moment: Qiksilv's
Marvel scored 26 points
and a trip on a spaceship,
Ytterbium's Tully Carver
managed to escape with 24
points and only a brief acid
bath, while Scimmy's Melvin
accumulated 23 points - but
will probably get a chance
to try again in 10,000 years.
Some runner-up awards
for this year, worth
everyone's time to read,
included:

The I'm Going To Have
To Add New Restrictions
Next Year Award: for Jim

Faindel and his one-hundred
trained mastiffs!

The Most Complicated
Character Award: goes to

Gaijin and his ten homunculi.

The I Never Expected
This Build Award: goes to

RainyDayNinja's Grunt, who
spent his entire wealth on
disposable buffs and gained
a very large early lead as a
result.

The Most Judge
Awards Award: goes to

Vallesh, who was awarded
judge points for good RP
eight times! (and narrowly
beat out several others who
were awarded seven)
A huge thanks to all
competitors, judges,
applicants and spectators!
This year was a huge
success, and I'm excited to
do it again next year!

-Admin RonarsCorruption

The Herald looks up to
the chairman’s skybox and
nods in appreciation. He
had brought two mighty
warriors to battle this
season of Iron DM and such
a battle it had
been.
In their
struggles, thunder
and lightning had
played across
the arena, and
the cage that had
confined them
had been reduced
to molten slag.
Unko Talok had
raised the fallen and called
upon their might whereas
Inem had gone straight for
their very souls. Neither
contestant had left anything
on the table. Each had given
it all they had and both had
produced a dish worthy of
the crown.
With a flash, a crimson
scroll appears in the
Herald’s hand. The Herald
unfurls the scroll and...
squints. After a moment the
Herald remarks sheepishly,

“Ahem-- it seems the
Chairman wrote this one
himself... so it will take a
little deciphering.”
“Ah right... that’s the trick

had Inem defended his
title successfully, he had
claimed it for a third time.
Unko fought well. So did
the others. But in the end,
with a score of 61 points in
the final round, none
could stand up to the
champion.
Congratulations!

of it.” the Herald mutters
as he flips the scroll upside
down. “Ahem, now as I
was saying... dice drum roll
please.”
The 2018 Iron DM, and...
STILL the undisputed
champion of the world is...

IIIIII......NEM!
The crowd falls silent for
a moment, as if absorbing
the shock. Then there is
great rejoicing, for not only

easter
egg hunt

Every year at
RPGX, we do an
Easter Egg Hunt.
Images of painted
eggs (like the ones
seen here) are hidden
throughout the
forums in locations
that any member
can access. Each of
the eggs contain a
clue to the identity
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And well done to
each and every other
participant this year
- all the challengers
and hopefuls, all the
judges, and all the
audience!
Continue to write, run,
and participate in great
adventures over the next
year. And stay tuned for
next year’s competition,
where a thoroughly
exhausted Inem will have to
battle his way through yet
another arena of hopefuls
and challengers, each intent
on claiming the crown, and
becoming the Iron DM!

		

-Ion2Atom

of the Easter Bunny.
Participants find the eggs,
mouse over them to collect
the clues, and figure out
who the Bunny is this
year! The Easter Bunny is
a member of the site, and
probably someone you have
seen around the boards,
somewhere in the year.
It's free, it's fun, and open
to everyone!

We are happy to
announce that Unko Talok
is this year's winner of the
"Easter Bunny Hunt". Unko
found a mess of hidden eggs
(all 16 of them), secreted
away by that wascally
wabbit, and then put the
clues together to figure out
that this year's bunny was
none other than the King of
Puns himself, Dirkoth! And,
he did it quicker than the
other hunters, giving him
the crown!
Unko Talok will be
awarded a prestigious
(artisanal) graphic image
to commemorate his
achievement as the 2019
Easter Bunny Hunt Winner.

For those who are
curious, here are the clues
found in the hidden eggs,
and their meaning in relation
to the Bunny (Admin Dirk):

Our bunny was born
in the East. Not that East,
the actual, Far East: Dirk
was born in Japan.

Our Bunny is very
welcoming: Dirk has

greeted every single new
member intro posting for
years now.

“When I was your age,
television was called
books.”: Not only does this

imply that Dirk is old (he
is), but it is a quote from
Princess Bride, a book/
movie that Dirk often tries
to slip quotes from into his
gaming posts.

Some people believe
our Bunny never sleeps,
just types: Dirk is second

only to hvg3akaek in post
count on the site. He does
type a lot.

Our bunny is not Hall
of Fame material: Dirk

does not sport a Hall of
Fame GM or Game badge.

Our bunny has four
eyes: Dirk wears glasses
When it comes to

ropes, our bunny is
indecisive: Dirk has been

known to play the Tug-ofWar game as both an Upper
and a Downer (although
never both in the same
game).
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Our bunny has seen a
lot of spider battles. Not
as many as Lloth, but
close: Dirk has been a New
Player Solo Game GM for
many years. Enough said.

Our bunny can be a
block head: A triple clue.

Dirk helped put together
the Writer's Block; he
works in the cement
(block) industry; and
Squeak frequently calls him
a blockhead as well.

Like many on our site,
our Bunny is an author:

Dirk (in his real life) has
authored and published
short stories and a novel.

One word, Chainmail:

This originally referred
to the Pre-D&D gaming
system designed by Gary
Gygax (called "Chainmail")
that Dirk played before
D&D was invented.
However, one of the bunny
hunters pointed out that
a Dirk is a thin dagger
specifically designed to
pierce chainmail, and that
works too.

Our bunny remembers
when there were no
editions: Another reference
to Dirk's exceedingly
old age. He played D&D
back when there were no
editions, just the game.

"Publish or Perish":

This refers to Dirk being
the editor of the Explosive
Runes magazine, and
helping to keep it published
routinely for the good
gamers of the community.

January 11, 1970: This is
the date the Kansas City
Chiefs won the Superbowl.
Dirk is a bit of a Chiefs
fanatic.
Our bunny has spent
time inside a woman's
prison: In his real life,

Admin Dirk taught
Construction Safety
Management to a Vocational
Technology class of female
inmates inside a prison.

Our bunny's first
language was not English:

Sadly, now English is his
only language: Being born
in Japan, Dirk actually
learned Japanese first. But,
after moving to the US,
and not having any other
Japanese language speakers,
he completely forgot the
language, and now only
speaks English.

post
of the
month
The Post of The Month
competition is still running
strong on RPG Crossing,
and it continues to highlight
some of the finest work by
site members on a monthly
basis. The following are the
PotM winners of 2018.

Jan
Feb
Mar
April
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

Sassafrass
Kellycat
Dracina
Dressedtojazz
Kapera
PIG
Notahoneybadger
Maskain
LeoByron
Goatmeal
Ekidnu
Memorybeast
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Out of all the monthly
winners, only one can be
selected to be the Post of
the Year by our special jury.
For the year 2018, Post of
the Year is by ...Drumroll...

Sassafrass!!!
Go to the Post of the
Month forum, and you can
find links to each winner’s
superlative work! Enjoy!

Birched's 2018
year end wrap up
I'm about
half way into
my first day
of 2019, and
so far so
good. Over
the past week
I've spent
time with
family and
good friends,
and I hope
that all of you
have been
able to do
the same. I've
managed to
snag a quiet
sunshiny
corner and
a little time,
and I'm
thinking
back on the year at RPG
Crossing. Thank you to all of
you for your part in creating
this community, which
shines positive in so many
ways.
I don't have to look
very far for an example of
the meaningful role this
community can play, as
we're now several hours
short of the end of our
most successful December
charity fundraiser yet. This
drive supports the continued
existence of our community

by helping to pay the
bills (memberships are
our primary way of doing
this) but also has raised
over $1800 to support the
Brain & Behavior Research
Foundation to fund research
grants that target improving
the lives of those affected
by mental illness. For the
seventh year in a row
we've managed to beat
our previous contribution,
and all told at the end of
this year's drive the RPG
Crossing community will
have contributed over $6000
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to research
that improves
the lives
of those
affected by
mental illness.
Thank you
to everyone
who
participated
over the past
seven years!
I hope that
everyone
enjoys
their bonus
months
of CS and
PDF packs,
and please,
please make
an effort
to write
an online review of any
PDF prize you actually
use (or that you used last
year, maybe, too?), to
give a helping hand to the
generous prize donors.

Our staff:
Thank you to all
our present and past
moderators who together
set the wonderful tone of
this community. Please
take a moment as you are
considering the year past
and the year to come to

think on their contributions.
They make things like the
New Player Solo Games,
Iron DM, Outplay, Post of
the Month, Explosive Runes,
and Hall of Fame possible,
and also work daily to help
game masters to create
effective game ads and keep
the site friendly and spam
free. You can find a full list
of site staff here.

Some highlights from the
year:
At the beginning of
January 2018, Explosive
Runes #23 was released. Last
year we welcomed dirkoth
as our new ER overlord, and
he's managed to release two
more great issues this year:
ER#24 in July and ER#25 in
December. If you haven't
checked out this free
community project, you're
missing out on great art,
stories, gaming advice, and
short adventures!
Also in January, Eleven
Sided Die was announced
as the winner of the 2017
Post of the Year with a
description of a harrow
card reading. The Post
of the Month recognition
continued every month in
2018, and the winner for 2018
should be announced soon.
In March 2018, we ran our
'Go Green, Give Green' CS
event, where full year CS
purchasers could donate an
additional 3 months to any
non-CS user of their choice.
In April 2018, undeadrajib
was crowned as the winner
of the Easter Bunny hunt

and received his winner's
avatar, whether he wanted
it or not.
Also in April, Outplay,
our player competition,
began accepting entries. The
competition continued until
June, when two winners
were announced: jBear
for the 5e bracket, and
DAquilina for the Pathfinder
bracket. Congratulations to
the winners, the runnersup, and all the contestants
for all the fun! These posts
are still available for anyone
who wants to go back and
enjoy them (or plot for next
year?)
In October, three new
games were inducted into
RPG Crossing's Hall of
Fame. Congratulations to
Legacy of Fire, Starfall, and
Tyranny of Dragons, all of
whom can now be found
in their new home in the
Hall of Fame section of the
boards.
Also in October, Iron
DM 2018 was announced.
The battle raged long and
hard (Iron DM is grueling!)
but at the end of the final
challenge Inem was crowned
winner. Again! C'mon folks
-- someone's gotta be
able to beat this guy! Get
your app in early though
-- the two points for early
submission would have been
enough to turn the contest
this year!
Finally, in December, our
"New Player Solo Games"
graduated its 977th member
while miraculously keeping
waiting times near zero!
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Thank you to zevonian and
all the GMs who volunteer
their time to help get new
community members up to
speed!
There are also some
great member-run initiatives
that are worth checking
out if you haven't already,
including the long-running
Short Story Competition
and the Writer's Block
initiative. I'd also like to give
a shout out to everyone
who takes a moment out of
their day to welcome new
members to our community
- thank you! If you are
running something like this
that I haven't mentioned,
please send me a PM and let
me know!
It's been a great year,
and I'm looking forward to
an even better one ahead!
Happy New Year 2019! Now
go play some games!*
With special thanks to
our Community Supporters
and donors who provide the
principal financial support
for the ongoing existence of
this community,

- Mark / Birched
P.S. Mea culpa -- the
Starfinder sheets that I
promised last year were
never finalised. Other
elements of life overtook
me, and currently they are
in a 'mostly done' state. If
you would like to make sure
they see the light of day,
have a good understanding
of Starfinder, and could help
with that, please PM me to
let me know.

Announcement

Madness
Comes to the Xing

“Man rules now where
They ruled once; They
shall soon rule where man
rules now. After summer
is winter, and after winter
summer. They wait patient
and potent, for here shall
They reign again.”

Sitting in front of the pale
glow of his laptop screen,
Harold Dirken paged
through the endless pages
of a sub forum in a sub
forum inside of some other
forum. The sun had long
since set, and the room was
lit by nothing except the
computer screen two feet
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from Harold’s face.
He was reading
the information
he had found
voraciously; as
though he needed
it to survive. It
read as the ravings
of a madman; the
only identifying

formation was the screen
name that posted the
information; Wodeen.
The posts linked to other
websites on other hosts
uploaded from IPs from
all over the world - either
Wodeen was a world
traveler or was terrified that
someone would find out
who it was who was posting
these dark foreboding
arcane secrets.
The websites hinted
to great beings sleeping
throughout the cosmos; one
right here on earth. They
could communicate only
through their shapeshifting
messenger and that they
held the dark secrets of a
cold uncaring universe in
their massive unfathomably
powerful claws. The cosmos
was aligning; the signs were

all around us - they were
stirring in their slumber
and the world was bound
to end. People from all over
the world added their own
secrets. Harold had read
for hours, but it was nearly
midnight and the internet
wasn’t going anywhere. He
would continue tomorrow.
Harold crawled into the
bed he had leased for the
evening. It was large and
draped in heavy old linens. A
cloud of dust escaped from
the comforter. Certainly
not a bed worthy of five
stars. Harold slept very
little. Turning to see the
clock, he saw it was nearly
three in the morning. A
strange, creeping wind
began to sweep across the
town, causing the small
house to rattle and rock
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as if a hurricane had made
landfall. As Harold made his
way down the staircase to
check on the rattling front
door, the darkness began
to play games with his
mind and take on forms in
his imagination. Just below
the landing he tripped - or
was pushed violently from
behind. Harold cursed the
rickety house for letting the
wind in, though he couldn’t
help but feel as though he
had seen the outlines of
terrible black tentacles as
he turned about. Luckily, he
didn’t lose his footing and
made his way to the front
door and turned the heavy
bolt on the old home’s door,
securing the shaking door in
place.
Harold had found this
place on Airbnb. The old

couple who owned the
place were touring South
East Asia, and the children
who were away for college
thought they could make
some quick cash renting it
out. Harold had arrived late
and hadn’t spent much time
looking around but now he
was too agitated to sleep,
and something was pulling
at him - a sort of terrible
curiosity that he didn’t
want to postpone. Harold
tried to turn on the nearby
light switch but nothing
happened - the wind storm
must have knocked down
the light. Using his phone
as a flashlight, he wandered
into the room South of the
living room. Harold found
himself in a darkened parlor
full of portraits. They were
coated with dust, blackened
with mold, but Harold
gazed at them anyway. The
faces were haunting and
terrible and not all together
human. Each time Harold
looked at one of the faces, it
looked less and less human,
their visages seeming to
change each time he looked
somewhere else and then
back again. The more he
looked the eviler the faces
seemed, and eventually
Harold turned away to
avoid the hallucinations of
changing expressions.
But the large painting on
the far wall to which Harold
now turned was the worst
of all. The man, if that is
what it was, had a long, dour
face, small, closely set eyes,
and swine-like features,
even though the artist had
taken great pains to make
the snout look as human
as possible. Harold stared
in horror and couldn’t help

but notice the eyes took
on a reddish glow - and the
background of the painting
appeared to take on an
alien look - a look like Lost
Carcosa. ‘What is Carcosa?’
Harold muttered, a terrified
whisper before he turned
and ran back up the stairs,
almost dropping his phone
in the process. Closing the
bedroom door behind him,
he crawled into the bed
like a child waiting for the
monsters to come.
Harold let out a yelp
as the phone in his hand
buzzed. Looking at the
screen he had a thousand
questions all at once. There
was text message. It read,
‘What have you done?’ and
the sender was an unknown
number, Wodeen.
That’s right folks:
madness draws near!
I’m proud to announce
that I’ve developed a New

Player Solo Game for Call
of Cthulhu to increase
the number of players for
non-fantasy settings on site.
Pathfinder and Dungeons
and Dragons have long
been the staples of the site
but moving forward, we’re
looking to diversify. We’re
hoping to roll it out before
the end of the year so we
can recruit new people to
the Cult of Madness - and I’ll
let you in on a little secret,
I plan on trying to develop
a rolling recruitment game
for people to learn the quick
start rules as well - but it’s a
tall order so don’t expect it
to come along very quickly.
This was just to give you
a little touch of the insanity,
a 1/d3, roll for those of you
in the know.
Until next time, I bid you
all adieu my little future
cultists.

-Wodeen. I mean, Wodine.

"To R.H. Barlow, Esq., whose sculpture hath given immortality to
this trivial design of his obliged obedient servant, H.P. Lovecraft".
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The Paradox of Choice:
When good Sandboxes go Kitty Litter
by wodine

Ne quid nimis. --Publius
Terentius Afer, c. 171 B.C.

You’ve probably head
of the Paradox of Choice.
There’s even a TED talk
about it. But in case you’re
unfamiliar, I’ll summarize
using something simple and
relatable.
Jam.
I love jam, jellies, and
marmalades.
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Whether blackberry
jelly spread on toast points,
orange marmalade gently
spread on a sandwich,
or delectably placed
strawberry jam smeared
within a Victoria sponge.
Each and every one delicious (if you’re not a fan,
simply replace with sodas,
beers, or compare the time

spent browsing Hulu/Netflix
as opposed to actually
watching Hulu/Netflix).
Now envision your local
grocery superstore and
think of all the different
jams, jellies, marmalade and
fruit preserve paraphernalia.
How many flavors are there,
a dozen? Two? Original?
Sugar-free? Sucralose?
Aspartame? What about
honey and nut butters?
Suddenly something
simple and delicious
has become incredibly
complex. And that’s exactly
what happened in a study
performed by Sheena
Iyengar and Mark Lepper.
“In this first field
experiment, consumers
shopping at an upscale
grocery store encountered a
tasting booth that displayed

either a limited (6) or an
extensive (24) selection of
different flavors of jam. The
two dependent measures
of customers' motivation
were their initial attraction
to the tasting booth and
their subsequent purchasing
behavior.”
Traditional economic
theory would dictate that
people want choices; they
want freedom - to a degree.
“To what extent does
having extensive choice
initially seem desirable?
Of the 242 customers
who passed the extensive
selection display of jams,
60% (145) actually stopped
at the booth. In contrast,
of the 260 customers
who passed the limitedselection display of jams,
only 40% (104) stopped.
Thus, consumers who
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encountered the extensivechoice condition were more
attracted to the booth than
consumers exposed to the
limited-choice condition,
suggesting that the variety
provided in the extensivechoice condition was initially
more attractive. One might
imagine that consumers
who encountered 24
different jams would sample
more flavors than would
those who encountered 6
different varieties. In fact,
however, there were no
significant differences;
consumers in the extensivechoice condition sampled
an average of 1.50 jams,
whereas consumers in the
limited-choice condition
sampled an average of 1.38
jams.
[However], nearly 30%
(31) of the consumers in the
limited-choice condition

subsequently purchased
a jar of jam; in contrast,
only 3% of the consumers
in the extensive-choice
condition did so. Thus,
consumers initially exposed
to limited choices proved
considerably more likely to
purchase the product than
consumers who had initially
encountered a much larger
set of options.”
What does this consumer
psychology study from
2000 have to do with
RPGCrossing and Play by
Post games?
I posit that this same
principle applies to games
hosted on and off site.
The crippling over
stimulation of sandbox
gaming.
If you’ve been around
the games seeking players
forum for any amount of
time, I’m sure you’ve seen
open sandbox style games
promising fame and fortune,
open world, nonlinear
storytelling, and the thrill of
world building. Even games
with complex yet published
schemes like Kingmaker
make for rough patches
when you have a group
of 4-7 internet personas
attempting to coordinate
what they want out of the
game and then somehow
build it into something
productive.
We’ve all seen this
‘choice’, this ‘open world,’
cripple otherwise fantastic
games, leaving Dungeon
Masters frustrated, players
apathetic, and a game which
could have been something

splendid, completely
lackluster or even dead on
arrival.
There are lessons to be
learned from the Jam study,
which has been further
examined in follow up
studies and is now generally
referred to as the Paradox
of Choice. Now, I’m not here
to discuss the finer points
of the free market economy
with you - I’m also not here
to discuss the effects of
psychological cues and their
effects on buying power.
No, I’m here to offer advice
from one Dungeon Master
to another, as one Player to
another, as to how to stave
off choice paralysis and
keep your games running as
smoothly as possible.
One interesting
implication of the Paradox
of Choice is that adding
additional choices isn’t
necessarily going to make
things better or run any
smoother - instead DMs
should focus on making
choosing easier for their
players. Make a few obvious
decisions stand out in the
text, highlight or have
an important and wellrespected NPC nudge the
players along. He who
makes choice easiest,
succeeds. One way you
can help accomplish this is
spelling out player choices
either IC or OOC. In games,
especially sandboxes, the
choices get muddled in all
the descriptive text. What
you think was clear isn’t,
what you thought was
significant turns out to be
unintended misdirection,
and on top of all that you
have three rational players,
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a rogue with incessantly
sticky fingers and a lawful
stupid paladin trying to
get a cat out of the tree.
Sometimes it’s as simple
as that, all it takes a little
reminder that there are
goals to be met, and that
there are a few options
which will accomplish those
goals better than others.
Now, I’m not suggesting
you eliminate the joys of
free-form story telling or
that you only run games
in a linear and predictable
fashion. No, there’s a finesse
to keeping a game going
and you must look at it
through a cost/benefit/risk
analysis lens. That is, is the
choice you’re giving the
players going to enhance
the story and everyone’s
enjoyment enough to
warrant the week/month
long stretch of time that
is going to be devoted to
making that decision? Let
me highlight this using a
personal example. I was
a player in game that was
designed to be a freeform
exploration/adventure game
via space travel. Decent
enough concept, lots of
chances for latinum, decent
enough crew - it could have
been grand. Instead, due
to the free form nature,
the crew traveled to half
a dozen sectors where we
were unable to do anything
other than scan and retreat
from hostiles clearly more
powerful than us. Was it a
well thought out concept for
the game? Sure. Did we have
decent enough PCs? Sure.
But what we did was waste
six months going back and
forth failing to accomplish
much of anything. While

that may work in a sandbox
video game like Skyrim
where travel takes minutes,
in a PbP setting, all it did
was grate nerves and irritate
players. There was no
need in a setting like that
to not have us fortuitously
choose the next appropriate
adventure path, even when
prompted with near infinite
options. The illusion of
choice is a powerful thing. It
keeps people invested - but
making all choices lead to
the same next step makes
planning a lot easier. As
you probably expect, this
game died out, slowly losing
players and then even I quit.
We’ve all had experiences
like this, and there’s nothing
worse than a game with
potential dying off before
that potential is reached.
There are other options, of
course, and it is important
to remember that some of
the responsibility lies with

the player and not just the
storytellers.
Let me address a tactic
I don’t like to use, but can
be a nice last-ditch effort
to put a game circling the
drain back on the right path.
Railroading. Railroading is
a classic roleplaying term
which describes forcing the
players onto a single course
of action, or track, even if
they desire to go elsewhere
and do other things. If
performed with a heavy
hand it can be infuriating
and goes against everything
I stand for as an RPGer, but
it has its purposes like many
tools in the DM toolkit,
and when used with a bit
of finesse, can pull a game
back together. Along this
same line comes plot armor,
a subset of railroading. Let
us assume for a moment
that your players want to
go east through the forest,
when the entire adventure
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lies to the west. Make
the risk-reward of the
choice you don’t want to
be unbearable. Have them
roll a knowledge local or
geography and regardless of
the response inform them
that the forest contains
the Sông Nguyền Rủa. A
cursed water way stalked
by undead, monstrosities,
and fire breathing hydra.
Suddenly going that way
sounds a lot less fortuitous.
One of the advantages of
PbP gaming is you don’t
have to be quick on your
feet, you can develop plot
armor that folds seamlessly
into the game world, and the
players will simply choose
one of the many other paths
before them.
There are other choices
which can be limited as
well. This example comes
from my own games. I’ve
run half a dozen Pathfinder
games and I almost always

get the same questions in
the threads. “Can I be a
‘XX’” or “I have an awesome
concept, but I need to be
‘yy’” and I inevitably end up
with people wondering why
I only allow the core races
with only an occasional
exception to be made. The
answer, of course is math.
There are 7 core races,
and I allow core, base,
hybrid, unchained, and
Occult classes. Not including
racial alternative traits,
multiclassing, archetypes,
specializations, or prestige
classes that opens 7 x (11 + 11
+ 10 + 4 + 6) = 294 different
combinations. With almost
300 basic building blocks
that can then be customized
a thousand different
ways, do you really, and
I mean REALLY, need to
be Dhampir? Certainly, I
understand that certain
concepts require these rules
to be manipulated, and if
you have well thought out
idea that just craves the
Dhampir lifestyle - by all
means we can give it a whirl.
But in my experience, it is
usually just people trying
to take advantage of the
less thoroughly play tested

classes or manipulate
their character in their
own exciting game of
Spreadsheets and Spiders
(Trademark Pending) so
they can take advantage of
the bonuses or resistances
or what-have-you. This
is one way in which I can
set a limit not only on
player choices, but also
the number of interactions
I (as DM) need to be
familiar with, because it is
challenging enough to run a
PbP game. Being blindsided
by player abilities only adds
insult to injury.
Speaking of character
creation, I want to also
address the choice problem
from the player side. All
too often as a Keeper, I
offer choices, and no one
makes one. No matter
how interesting the story
or dynamic the character
in your posts, decisions
need to be made. Or at the
very least, actions should
be taken. Every post you
make should involve an
action - otherwise you
don’t progress the story
forward. If you’re trying
to move things forward, I
highly recommend checking
out the The Art of the
Two Paragraph Post found
elsewhere on the site.
While two paragraphs may
not always be enough, the
concept works quiet well
for all games - respond to
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others, take an action, and
make a decision.
Is choice always going
to cripple your games? No
obviously not, and it can be
an integral and interesting
part of the game, but as with
all thing’s, moderation is the
key, as is understanding how
an overabundance of choice
can seriously diminish your
gameplay experiences.
Time is precious, and most
people on the site have
several, if not a dozen
games all going at once. It
is paramount to maintain
the flow of your game,
whether it be one, two, or
seven updates a week, we
all know the siren song of
a lulling game - and choice
paralysis can seriously add
to the lag. If players, not just
the characters, are at a loss
of what to do and where
to go then you’re going to
have to wait for someone
to decide, and that can be
crippling to a game. Keep in
mind when running a game
that letting the players make
choices, even if they end
up going down a linear path
they don’t know exists, can
be equally as rewarding
as being a titan worldsmith forging their own
completely unencumbered
path through the world although that’s not a half
bad idea either.

short story

Gateway
to
the new
world
by Parzivalfair
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“How did you get here?”
Grey looked down at the
little human girl sitting at
her feet, only scant inches
away from her on the dusty
cobblestone. It bothered
her that they were so close
together, but it was an
unfortunate necessity when
standing so close to the
portcullis that connected
Gateway to its massive port.
Her ship had arrived late
the night before, just after
Grey had risen from her
downtime cycle, and she’d
waited patiently outside
the closed gate since then,
despite the watchman’s
warning that it wouldn’t
open for a few hours yet.
“Airi, don’t talk to
strangers,” the little girl’s
mother chided before
turning back to deal with
a squalling infant resting
on her hip, who seemed
entirely displeased with
their current situation and
demanded better conditions.
Grey had been watching
the woman since they’d
arrived, dragging all their
belongings behind them in
a rough, bulging sack that
looked like it might have
once been a blanket or
curtain. Their clothes were
worn and ragged, and they
looked as if they hadn’t
known true shelter in some
time. Refugees, perhaps,
or people that simply had
nothing to lose by coming to
Visarala.

clear and intelligent, despite
the grime on her face. “My
mum says you Warforged
are only with rich humans
or elves.”
“I came here by ship,”
Grey replied after a few
moments that were filled by
the infant’s screaming. Up at
the top of the city wall, she
could see people moving,
and the watchman that had
told her before when the
gate would open, now tired
and a little haggard-looking,
was directing men to either
side of the gate where
massive cranks could be
seen attached to huge steel
chains.
The little girl was silent
for a few moments before,

“Did you come by ship?
Or are you from here?”
The little girl, Airi, asked,
ignoring her mother’s
warning entirely. She had
bright green eyes that were
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but soon opened her mouth
again, only to be cut off by
the groaning complaint of
the huge portcullis as it rose
slowly, opening the way for
the huge throngs of people
that waited below. The
girl’s mother murmured her
thanks to a god Grey had
never heard of before as
she turned to struggle with
the sack again. Grunting
and heaving, she grappled
one-handed with a weight
that was clearly meant for
two people, and with very
little success. “Airi, grab that
edge, we need to-- oh!”
The woman cut her
sentence short when Grey
leaned down, picking up
the bulging sack with
both hands and settling

it onto her shoulders. At
first the woman looked
to have a mind to call for
the guard, but when Grey
simply stood, waiting for
her to move, she nodded
and beckoned her onward.
“Thank you... miss,” the
woman said uncertainly,
eyeing the soft curves
of Grey’s artificial body.
“We’ve only a few blocks
to go, we’re staying in a
boarding house.”
Grey nodded, but said
nothing, following behind
the woman and her children
as they made their way
through the huge gates and
into the crowded streets
of the city Gateway. It was
the first and only bastion
of civilization on the New
World, she knew, and all
around her, members of a
dozen different races, from
the diminutive gnomes to
the furry gnolls and the
massive loxodons, plodded
their way into a new life. A
new home.
Grey wondered idly if
Gateway could become
that for her. Could she find
a place here? Make new
friends, find new family? The
thought seemed remote to
her as her heart and mind
stumbled over Serenity, as it
often did when she thought
of the person she had loved
most in the world. Grey
forced herself out of her
mind and focused on the
task at hand; there would
be time to indulge her
emotions later.
As they walked, the
Warforged eyed the little
girl beside her, looking over
her sleight build and dark
hair, her clear green eyes

and pale skin, fair despite
the dirt that coated it. Her
features were so similar, so
familiar as to make Grey
give a soft, quiet sigh, or
the approximation of one
that she could utter despite
a lack of lungs, or air to
power them. Eventually,
the silence began to grow
heavy, and the girl’s mother
eyed Grey with increasing
awkwardness.
“I’m Cirilla, by the way,
and these are Airi and
Callum,” the woman told
her suddenly, gesturing first
to the little girl, then to the
pudgy infant in her arms
who had finally fallen into
a fitful rest in his mother’s
arms. “We’re from Corrin,
or we were. Those damned
black elves razed it to the
ground six months ago. It
was one of the few places
we were truly welcome.”
Grey nodded, murmuring,
“Grey, of the Amblecrown
family. I was their daughter’s
bodyguard for several
years.”
Cirilla’s eyes widened
at the mention of the
Amblecrowns, a testament
of the family’s widespread
trade connections, but
Grey said nothing. “Why
did you come to the New
World, then? Wouldn’t they
still have need of you?” She
asked, half-blurting the
question.
“They released me,”
Grey said simply, as if that
answered her question, and
if her voice seemed to crack
slightly, Cirilla didn’t let give
that she’d notice.
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After that, they walked
in silence, until they finally
arrived at a ragged, if
homey, boarding house
decorated in soft yellows
and greens, colors that
made one think of the
green season. Two small
children, humans by their
look, played outside in the
street with a ball, kicking it
back and forth across the
cobblestones. When she
saw them, Airi ran over
excitedly, her long red
hair catching the sunlight
and blazing into a dozen
different shades of fire-Wait. That wasn’t right.
“Airi, you little fool,
keep it together,” Cirilla
hissed suddenly, in a voice
that implied she didn’t
want anyone to hear her.
In response, the little girl
jerked back to look at her
mother, but she couldn’t
stop her hair from quickly
changing back to the color
of dark earth. “Oh, gods help
this child....”
Slowly, Cirilla turned
to look at Grey, unease
plain on her face, and the
Warforged thought she
could even see a little fear
in her eyes. But Grey said
nothing, and as the seconds
stretched into a minute,
the pair just looked at each
other, Cirilla’s hazel eyes
locked on Grey’s crystalline
blue ocular sensors. “That
doesn’t... you don’t care that
we’re Changelings, do you?”
Grey frowned inwardly at
the question. “Why would I?”
Cirilla looked at the
Warforged as if she’d

just asked why children
shouldn’t play with swords,
then broke into a smile that
took a decade away from
her face. The woman simply
shrugged, and gestured for
Grey to follow her inside,
murmuring, “Come in, then,
we’ll set that bag down and
see about breakfast.”
So it was that Grey found
herself sitting on a sturdy
wooden bench at a long
row of mismatched tables
in what appeared to be a
common room of some
sort. Changelings of all ages
relaxed scattered around
the room, eating, reading,
trying out new appearances
and faces, some just resting.
This last was how Cirilla
looked, having traded the
guise of a middle-aged
human for what seemed to
be her natural form: a tall,
slender woman with nearlypearlescent skin and hair the
color of sea foam.

Grey looked down at the
steaming plate of mashed
taro roots and buttered
bread. When Cirilla had first
strode into the boarding
house with the Warforged
in tow, introducing her to
half a dozen Changelings,
they’d been directed to a
small kitchen where Cirilla
had gathered food too fast
for Grey to tell the woman
that she didn’t have need for
food or water. But now it
seemed like it might be rude
to say anything, so Grey
simply stared and listened to
the Changeling mother talk
as if she hadn’t had any real
conversation in days.
“So you’re a true
Warforged, then?” Cirilla
said, awe coloring her voice
ever so slightly. “Where
are you from? Who created
you?”
Grey considered the
question before answering,

“I was created almost
nineteen years ago, at a
factory near the center of
the Empire, but I left for
Visarala only twenty-two
days ago.”
Cirilla nodded to herself,
tearing apart a thick slice
of toasted bread and
eating it in pieces, as if she
was savoring the taste of
fresh bread. Which, Grey
supposed, she might be;
fresh bread didn’t stay that
way for long, and it wasn’t
as if there were ovens on
the huge seafaring ships
that carried people back
and forth between Antigo
and the New World. The
Warforged wondered idly
what a simple thing like
fresh bread might taste like
to somebody who required
it to survive.
“You must’ve led an
interesting life, then,” Cirilla
continued, smiling easily.
Talking seemed to relax
the woman, who must
have been high strung as
she struggled to maintain
her family’s cover over the
months spent in voyage
to the New World. “Dealt
with kidnappings, fought off
bandits and the like, talked
to interesting people. Who
have you met along the
way?”
“I have found that most
people are interesting, if you
learn enough about them,”
Grey replied, shrugging
carefully; shrugging was one
of those mannerisms she’d
adopted from the people
around her more or less
by accident, but one she
struggled with nonetheless.
“My creators, my family, the
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ship’s crew. Each has their
own story to tell.”
“I suppose you’re right,”
Cirilla said, lapsing into a
moment of introspective
silence before continuing.
“The people that come
to the New World seem
to be some of the most
interesting, though.
Everyone has the own
reasons. How about your
journey? What is the point?”
This question drew a
long silence from Grey, who
struggled to mull it over in
her mind. It wasn’t that she
didn’t want to answer it, but
that she felt that thinking
about Serenity deserved
its own kind of respect.
After a minute or so, just
when Cirilla was about to
change the subject, Grey
murmured, “The point is
to keep to the promises
we make to others, and
to ourselves. Promises of
better, and of more, and of...
living.”
After that, the
conversation ceased into
an amiable silence, during
which Cirilla took away
her empty plate and Grey’s
still full one, having seemed
to finally realize that the
Warforged didn’t need to
eat and probably wouldn’t
any time soon. After a few
minutes of polite chatting,
Grey eventually rose,
making her way toward the
door. She didn’t know where
she would go, but she didn’t
feel like it was her place to
stay.
“So what will you do
now?” Cirilla asked as they
stepped outside, where Airi

and the other children had
been joined by two more, all
of whom seemed to be in a
bracing contest to see who
could balance on their hands
the longest. “What’s next for
you, Grey?”
As Grey watched Airi
tumble to the ground only
a moment after the last of
her competitors, giggling
madly all the way, the little
girl’s guise of a human child
struck her once more as
familiar. The wide, happy
smile, the clear green eyes...
yes. As the little girl turned
to wave at her mother
happily, it wasn’t Airi Grey
saw, but Serenity.
Serenity, growing up on
her family’s estate in Antigo,
chasing Grey into the forest
and giggling madly. Serenity
in her arms as she carried
the little girl back home
after a long day of play.
The strange peace on her
face when they’d told her
the illness was something
she’d never recover from.
The thrill on
Serenity’s face
as she learned
to ride a horse.
As she danced
and sang. As she
read poetry aloud
for Grey. And
Serenity at the
end as her illness
slowly choked
the life out of her,
like wisteria on an
oak.
“I made a
promise to
become a famous
adventurer to
someone very
dear to me,” Grey
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told Cirilla before turning
to leave, moving gracefully
down the street. Up ahead,
the landscape of the city
dipped down into a hill that
allowed one to see over the
entirety of Gateway. The
massive stone walls caught
the light of the sun as it
rose higher into the sky and
turned it the color of fire,
limning in gold the carved
runes that lined every
square foot to keep the
monsters of the New World
at bay. She knew it wouldn’t
be easy; she knew that
most everything inhabiting
the New World, man and
monster alike, would
probably try to kill her.
She would need allies
if she wanted to survive.
Friends to fight alongside
her. But she could live their
dream, and make Serenity
proud.
“I think I’ll keep that
promise.”

spice up your
game
by dirkoth

Languages live, and
die, just like biological
organisms. As much as we
might like things to always
remain the same, and
never change, languages
are constantly evolving.
Words that now mean
one thing can take on a
different meaning in the
future, and words that now
mean something may have
once meant something very
different.
Let's take a look at some
words that have changed
over the years, from one
meaning to another...
sometimes to the exact
opposite!

Awful: In Old English,
‘awe’ referred to “fear,
terror or dread”. This later
morphed into a solemn or
reverential wonder, and
‘awful’ and ‘awesome’ were
synonymous with aweinspiring. Later, ‘awful’
took on a solely negative
connotation, and the word
found its modern-day usage
to mean extremely bad.
‘Awesome’, meanwhile,
evolved in the opposite

way, probably in the mid1900's, and came to mean
extremely good.

Cute: A shortening of
the word ‘acute’, ‘cute’
originally meant sharp or
quick-witted, and was even
written with an apostrophe
in place of the missing A. In
1830's America, it took on a
new significance and came
to mean attractive, pretty
or charming- though we still
use it in its original manner
in phrases like ‘don’t get
cute with me’, referring to
someone trying to be clever.

another person’s body
language, flirting in the
mid-16th century was
described as a sudden sharp
movement. The original
verb sense was to ‘give
someone a sharp blow’ and
‘sneer at’. The word took on
a playful, cheeky meaning
much later.

from the old French term
fantastique via medieval
Latin and Greek, ‘fantastic’
originally referred to
things that were conceived,
or appeared conceived,
in imagination. It’s only
recently - some sources
say in the 1930s - that it
took on another meaning
of extremely good or
wonderful.

Literally: At one time
only used to refer to
things that were actually
happening - in the true and
literal sense - ‘literally’ is
now used by many people
for emphasis. It’s a favourite
of ex-footballer Jamie
Redknapp, who came out
with one-liners like “these
balls now - they literally
explode off your feet” and
“he had to cut back inside
onto his left, because he
literally hasn’t got a right
foot.” Language pedants take
note, though: this misuse
is now so widespread the
Oxford English Dictionary
has altered its definition to
find this to be acceptable.

Flirt: While nowadays
we might flirt by making
eye contact or mirroring

Meat: From the Old
English mete, ‘meat’ once
referred to all solid food,

Fantastic: Coming
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including even animal feed.
Around the turn of the 14th
century, it started to be
used in its modern sense
of animal flesh for food.
‘Meat’ in the figurative sense
- meaning the principal
part of something, i.e. the
meat of the matter - came
about at the turn of the 20th
century.

Myriad: Nowadays, a
myriad is an extremely
large, uncountable number
of things. Rewind to Ancient
Greece, though, and a
myriad specifically referred
to the number 10,000. In
Aegean numerals (used
during the Bronze Age),
it was represented by the
symbol of a circle with four
dashes.
Nervous: Meaning “of or
belonging to the nerves”,
‘nervous’ in this modern
sense dates from the
1660's, with roots in the
Latin nervosus (“sinewy,
vigorous”). It soon came to
refer to a person medically
“suffering a disorder of
the nervous system” and
in the mid-18th century
also took on the meaning
“restless, agitated, lacking
nerve” which we now use to
describe an easily alarmed
person.
Nice: Derived from

the Latin nescius meaning
ignorant, ‘nice’ began
as a negative term for a
stupid, ignorant or foolish
person. In the 14th and 15th
centuries, ‘nice’ began to
refer to someone finely
dressed or who was shy
and reserved. By the 16th
century, it was used to
describe refined, polite

society and came to be used
in the positive manner we’re
familiar with today. Now,
with the phrase ‘nice guy’
used to describe men who
wouldn’t be considered all
that ‘nice’ in polite society,
the usage may be going full
circle.

with the fact that it was
common for people to
use their occupation as
identification in legal
documents (which is where
the surnames Smith, Baker
and Tanner come from),
‘spinster’ soon came to refer
to an unmarried woman.

Spinster: Perhaps
unsurprisingly, a ‘spinster’
used to be a woman who
spun yarn or thread.
Scholars suggest that during
the late Middle Ages, it
was easier for a married
woman to find higher paid
and higher status work,
leaving unmarried women
with lower paid work like
spinning wool. Combined

Decimate: Originally, it
meant "one tenth", as a unit
of measure in the Roman
army. It also meant to tithe
1/10th of your wages. Now,
it is changing to mean
devastate.
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Across:

Down:

1.
5.
10.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
23.
25.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

26.
28.
30.
31.
32.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
43.
44.
47.
48.
51.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

Good places to store souls.
WotC vs Paizo; TSR vs Chaosium.
Calcareous bivalve.
____ Jackson (Peter Fonda).
A crown fit for a Princess.
For a long time, Mew was the most.
A color of regent.
An alternate passage, in music.
internet solid jelly-like material.
American equivalent to a gold coin.
Sandal’s greatest skill.
The Rohirrim.
Cheliax and the Klingon Empire 		
share a love of what?
A good teammate about loot.
White North African outerwear.
First king of the Targaryan line.
To have the vessel steerage.
World's largest esports company.
1982 Sci-Fi movie; also a
cryptocurrency.
Any remnants left after a fireball.
Extra virgin olive oil.
A fantasy role-playing game set in
the fictitious world of Mundana.
Former criminal who aids the Rebel
Alliance
What many of us do online.
Light brown-yellow pigment.
Where ergot grows.
A slowing bard.
Salty pastry made of corn flour.
Mercenaries.
Rage.
Friend of the tortoise.
Elite battle pet in Northrend.
Raistlin Majere became...
Your lower level toons.
Explosive Runes, as an example.
Feaster of flesh.
Nyl, son of Darca.
Gríma Wormtongue to King
Théodon.
Underlying protocol of the WWW.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
21.
22.
24.
26.
27.
28.
29.
31.
32.
33.
34.
36.
37.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
49.
50.
52.
53.
56.
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Type of zombie.
____ poor Yorick.
Everyone’s favorite Inn.
Jurisdiction of a Bishop.
A repentant sinner.
The old five and a half...
He is a leaf on the wind... Watch him
soar.
Self-contained musical soliloquy.
To remove the taint of Chaos.
Jean Val Jean was punished for his
___.
A type of light ale.
Amphitheatrum Flavium was the
largest in the Senātus Populusque
Rōmānus.
What happens to the ring when it’s
thrown into Mt. Doom.
Famous garden.
When the DM rolls a crit on a
Maximized Fireball.
The greatest epoch of the three-age
system.
After devouring.
What a PC strives to be.
Lü Bu’s would be worth a dozen
kingdoms.
Creator of Neon Genesis Evangelion.
Mangy creature.
Sarenrae.
Scottish Isle with its own sheep.
A vein of metal ore.
One of the great copyrighted beasts.
Another name for Urd.
Brooding and watchful trees.
Lady Ogre.
Recurring final fantasy character.
“Are you going canoeing tomorrow?”
Ubisoft’s setting for Might and Magic.
A soporific drink made from deadly
nightshade.
Superior heart arch.
Tau Epsilon Pi Nu Epsilon.
Gray, amber, or gelatinous.
The cold darkness between the stars.
A disordered retreat.
What every bargain hunting
munchkin wants at the magic shoppe.
Noise you make when attacked.

word scramble

word search
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Helping out
at RPGX
We all came to this site
to play games. In addition,
many of us have made new
friends and become part
of a community. But did
you know that there are
others, people who give of
their time and resources,
to make this place better
every day? RPGX doesn't
function without volunteers.
Everything you love about
RPGX comes from the
labors of love that our
volunteers provide.
Artists and Coders,
Judges and Writers,
Greeters and Helpers of all
kinds... Would you like to
be one? Maybe you'd like
to do a little something for
the community, maybe give
back a little to the sandbox
that welcomed you. Maybe
you want to pay it forward,
just like someone did a while
back. Maybe you just want
some good Karma built up,
or you need to get off that
Naughty list that Santa is
keeping. We'd love to have
you volunteer.

So, how can you help?
It depends on what you
want to do! And, of course,
what you like to do. I, for
one, would LOVE to draw
artwork for Explosive
Runes. However, I can
barely draw a potato. I tried
drawing Squeak once, since
the two have roughly the
same shape and texture,
but Squeak has more eyes
than a potato, so... it didn't
work. But if you'd like to
volunteer, why not look
over the areas that might
tickle your fancy, and give
them some thought.
Maybe you can draw, or
maybe you can write.
Maybe you want to
say "Hi" to new people,
and welcome them to the
community.
Do you like reading good
game posts? Do you enjoy
the games and contests we
run throughout the year? Be
a judge!
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Or if judging others isn't
your thing, be an assistant.
Help wrangle, help organize.
Love to code? We need
coding help.
Got a great idea to make
the place better? Be a
volunteer.
Some opportunities have
time commitments that
have to be met: Iron DM
runs on a tight schedule,
for example, and we need
some strong volunteers
to make it happen. Others
have a bit more flexibility,
and some have almost no
time pressure at all: you can
come in, do your bit, and
not worry if you can't make
it back for a couple weeks.
Trust me... it feels good to
give back, to pay it forward,
and to help make this site
the best gaming site on
the web. Come, be part of
something really cool.

opportunities
Artists Needed
Are you an artist? We
love artists, and we could
use your talents. There are
a lot of places where you
could shine at RPGX.
Explosive Runes: Our
twice yearly magazine
always needs artists. We
love to feature one of our
own on the Cover Art, and
we always need smaller
work for inside art of almost
any kind. We also like to
have original art to go with
our short stories. If you can
work on a shorter deadline,
maybe that's for you. In
addition, we have some truly
horrible jokes that are just
waiting for a talented artist
to come along and bring
them to life. So if you would
like to try a collaboration,

we could help make a
cartoonist out of you!
New Player Solo Games:
We also have need of an
artist to help with our New
Player Solo Games. Adding
art to the game posts
make for a more exciting
experience for our new
players, and we would love
to have you design some
new Interior Art for the
game.
If you'd like to feature your
work in the Explosive Runes,
please PM Admin Dirk.
If you'd like to feature your
work in the New Player Solo
Games, please PM Zevonian.

RPGX Sourcebook
Love to develop player
classes, races, spells or
magic? You might be
interested in joining the
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DnD Sourcebook project,
where great ideas are born,
and crafted for playability.
If you have a creative side
and would like to help,
see Nimlos or JJ Wolven,
and head over to the
Sourcebook.

Writers/Editors/
Explosive Runes
We need writers, editors,
and helpers to put together
Explosive Runes, our
twice yearly magazine for
RPGX. Got stories, articles,
reviews, or ideas that we
can use? Or maybe you
don't, but you want to help
out? We need wranglers and
editors, and people to poke
and prod others, and gather
information for us. Contact
Admin Dirk to get started!

Judging
Want to help out your

favorite contest by judging?
We ALWAYS need more
judges.
Post of the Month:
See Admin Dirk
Iron DM: See hvg3akaek
Outplay: Contact Admin
Ronarscorruption
or Bhelogan

General Helper Bee
Explosive Runes: see
Admin Dirk. You can't
publish a magazine without
a lot of help behind the
scenes (or in front of the
scenes, if you want!).
Iron DM: Our annual
contest doesn't happen
by itself. We need a lot of
helpers! See hvg3akaek
Outplay: It takes a village
to raise a winner, and
the Outplay contest is
no different. Come be
part of the village! See
Admin Ronarscorruption
or Bhelogan

and welcoming them in their
intro posts is an important
part of establishing our
friendly culture. It's fun and
easy, and you make a huge
impression on people! Just
head over to New Member
Introduction: and remember:
Be happy and proud of
RPGX, no copy/pasting your
greeting over and over (be
original and authentic) and
no recruiting for Tug of
War.

that can do Site Coding
with Vbulletin, or can code
Player Character Sheets.
All you need to do is See
Birched.

Holiday Hero

Want to do more than
just say Hi? Help the new
folks get their feet wet in a
New Player Solo Game. Be
a NPSG DM, and really help
our newcomers get set up
for success at the site. Go
the DM Recruitment thread
for the rules, and contact
Zevonian or Wynamoinen
for more information.

Got some great ideas
for Holiday Themed fun
and games? Have you
come up with Special Sitewide Holiday themed fun
activity, like a Christmas
Card exchange? April
Fools ideas? New Years
Resolutions? Memorial Day
PC memorials? Halloween
Pumpkin decorating? You
pick a holiday, and work on
ideas with the staff to create
a special event. The sky is
the limit, but remember,
things move slowly on
RPGX sometimes, so plan
ahead. Contact any of the
RED staff with your idea
and plan, to express your
interest.

Coding

Podcasts

Are you a coding Whiz?
We have openings for folks

Like doing Podcasts? See
Birched.

New Player Solo
Game GMs

Players Seeking Games
Concierge: Contact
Zevonian or Aethera
about how you can help
folks seeking games!
Games Seeking Players
Concierge: Contact
Aethera for opportunities
to help around the GMs
advertising games, and
looking for players.

Welcome Wagon
We love our newbies,
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SOLUTIONs to tavern games
Word Search

ER Crossword
Across:

Down:

1.
5.
10.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
23.
25.
26.
28.
30.
31.
32.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
43.
44.
47.
48.
51.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
21.
22.
24.
26.
27.
28.
29.
31.
32.
33.
34.
36.
37.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
49.
50.
52.
53.
56.

Jars
Ad war
Clam
Ulee
Tiare
Rare
Jade
Ossia
iGel
USD
Enchantment
Rides
Operas
Sharer
Haiks
Aegon
Conn
ESL
Tron
Burnt
EVOO
Eon
Erso
eRead
Ochre
Old Rye
Adagio
Tamal
Swordlovers
Ire
Hare
Doopy
A God
alts
eZine
Ghul
Neas
Redes
http

Juju
Alas
Red Dragon
See
Atoner
Discs
Wash
Aria
Reanoint
crimes
Lager
Arena
Melts
Eden
TPK
Iron
Sate
Hero
Horse
Anno
Curr
Everlight
Soay
Lode
Beholder
Erda
Elms
Ogress
Cid
Oar Yes
Ashan
Dwale
Aorta
Tepne
Ooze
Void
Rout
EDLP
Agh

Word Scramble
Orcus
Mithrandir
Dragon
Kashyyyk
Numeria
Myth Draenor
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